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CHAPTER I
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
In the United States, city planning has existed
since the nation's beginning.
were the first U. S. planners.

Washington and Jefferson
They devoted much time and

effort to the capital city to be built on the Potomac River
site selected by Congress.

The final design for the city

was prepared by Pierre Charles L'Enfant, a French engineer.
He combined the various proposals of Jefferson and Washington
into a pleasing and functional design.
For a long time after its start in 1800, the city of
Washington was considered too grandiose in scale.

L'Enfant

had made the amazingly farsighted prediction that the city
would have a population of 200.000 at the end of its first
century.

By 1900 Washington had 231,000 residents.^
Because Washington was designed as a capital city,

it is not surprising that few other cities followed its
design.

The great majority of American cities were influ

enced by William Penn's plan for Philadelphia.

The Phila

delphia type plan consisted of a gridiron of streets.

^Herbert L. Marx, Jr., e d . , Community Planning. (New
York: H. W. Wilson Co., 1956), p. 68.

2
interspersed with small p a r k s , with a central plaza area
containing the city hall.

This design was intended to meet

the needs of a commercial city along a w aterwayBecause of its simplicity, Penn's plan had a very
widespread influence on the initial planning of a large
number of American cities.

As was the case with Philadelphia,

most of this country's first cities were on small, level areas
along rivers.

These small original plans were very functional

and met the needs of the existing conditions.

The scale was

in harmony with the growth seen for the city's immediate
future.
Up until the industrial age in the latter part of the
nineteenth century, the United States remained primarily an
agricultural nation.

The few existing cities experienced

limited growth and there were few planning problems.

By

1870 only three cities had attained populations of 300,000.
2
These were New York, Philadelphia, and St. Louis.
With
the industrial age and the resulting large influx to urban
areas this changed radically.

In 1900 nine cities were over
3

300,000.

By 1940 this figure was thirty.
This rapid urbanization led to increasing concern

about the planning of our cities.

The early city plans were

rapidly outgrown during this urbanization process and few if
any new plans were implemented.

^Ibid., p. 69

Subdivisions and additions

^Ibid.

3
were added to the cities at such a rapid rate the areas
covered by the original plans were far exceeded.

The result

of this was a hodgepodge of development which is still evi
dent in many American cities today.^

The engrossment in

growth for growth's sake led to a failure to define object
ives and attempt to control the form and character of this
urban growth.
The National Conference on City Planning early in
the Twentieth century grew out of this concern about the
growing problems of cities.^

This is the time period in

which the discipline of city planning began to develop.
Unfortunately, the development of this skill far outstrip
ped its application.
A San Francisco citizens group was responsible for a
comprehensive plan published in 1905.

This immediately pre

ceded the major fire and eathquake of that time.

Unfor

tunately, this golden opportunity was missed in the scramble
to rebuild the city.

A St. Louis plan of 1907 was ignored,

as was a 1909 plan for Chicago.^

Clearly, a gulf existed

between city planning and effective implementation of the
plans by local officials.

Voluntary compliance was defini

tely not the answer.
The next step in this evolutionary process was the
creation of planning commissions within the structure of
local government.

This step resulted in the creation of

^Ibid., p. 70.

^Ibid.

^Ibid.
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many comprehensive plans in places such as St. Louis, Missouri,
and Newark, New Jersey.

The mere creation of these commis

sions, however, did not persuade local officials of the desir
ability of following the recommendations of the planning com
missions or the land use planners.
A major disruptive influence to city planning, the
automobile, also appeared during this time.

This made pos

sible the expansion of cities by no less than 1,000 percent.^
This influence was

(and still is) a major decentralizing

force resulting in the development of core area slums.
The federal government began at this time to exert
influence in the area of community planning.

The Standard

Zoning Enabling Act and the Standard Planning Enabling Act
were drafted under the influence of the then Secretary of
Q

Commerce, Herbert Hoover, in 1926 and 1928 respectively.
These were intended for the voluntary adoption by states and
were the models for the initial state enabling acts adopted
in the United States.
The kinds of requirements that the states were
permitted to include in their zoning enabling legislation
Q

which followed the federal act were as follows :

^Ibid.. p. 72.
Q

Charles M. Haar, e d . , Law and L a n d , (Cambridge,
Massachusetts:
Harvard University Press and M.I.T. Press,
1964), p. xii.
9
Haar, Law and L a n d , p. 186.
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1.

Height, size, and number of stories

2.

Percentage of a building lot which

3.

Size of open spaces.

4.

Population density.

5.

of buildings.
may be occupied.

Use of building and land (i.e., residential,
single family dwellings).

Also, the purposes of zoning are spelled out by
these state laws which are based on the standard act.

For

local regulations to be valid they must be based on one or
more of the purposes spelled out by the state laws.

These

stated purposes are listed as follows :
1.

To lessen street congestion.

2.

To insure safety from fire, panic,
damàges.

3.

To promote health.

4.

To promote the general welfare.

5.

To provide adequate light and air.

6.

To prevent the overcrowding of land.

7.

To avoid undue concentration of population.

8.

9.
10.

and other

To facilitate the adequate provision of trans
portation, water, sewerage, school, parks, and
other public requirements.
To conserve the value of buildings.
To encourage the most appropriate use
throughout the municipality.

of land

The application of zoning regulations by communities
has encompassed a broad range of effectiveness.

l°Ibid.

Complete

6
inflexibility in changing zoning regulations is one extreme.
Areas zoned for single family dwellings when family size
was much larger may now be more suitable for two or three
families--if the local zone permits such a change.

Other

communities have poorly executed zoning due to their failure
to comprehensively plan their area before zoning various
districts.

When poor planning is coupled with inflexibility

later on, real problems develop and the community suffers.
It is appropriate at this point to define zoning and
to point where it fits in with items such as Master Plans
and subdivision regulations.
There is some disagreement on the exact place which
zoning occupies in the scheme of land use planning.

It is

safe to say that it should be the implementation of the
comprehensive long range planning goals of the community.
Zoning is an example of the police power of the state which
is delegated to local governments.

Zoning is one of the

more significant powers under the control of local govern
ments in the country.
Zoning has been of two distinctive types.

District

zoning is the designation of large areas of the community
for specific types of uses.

These are mainly industrial,

commercial, and residential and various subsets of these
categories.

It is easy to write zoning requirements of

Robert Linowes, and Don T. Allenworth, The
Politics of Land Use, (New York: Praeger, 1973), p. 57.
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this type which regulate large areas, but this often fails
to take into account the uniqueness of individual sites due
to its broadness.
Another approach has been particularized zoning
where each site is considered individually.

Particularized

zoning acquired characteristics of subdivision control.
Today subdivision control is the most common legal method
used by local governments for the site-by-site control of

12
community development,
Zoning was intended to list in advance the uses
intended for each district in the community.

Variations in

topography, ownership, and the purpose of subdivisions made
it next to impossible for local officials to anticipate for
the entire community the exact plan of required street and
lot patterns.

13

Subdivision regulations developed as a

means of preventing the subdivision of land until the plan
of such subdivisions received official approval and was
duly recorded.
After a long and sometimes painful evolution, sub
division control regulations came to what they are today.
Many subdivisions had been profiting by the inevitability
of city streets and utilities even though the developer
did not supply these improvements.

Often the subdivider

would move on leaving the community with a new area of

19
Haar, Land and L a w , p. 189.

l^Ibid.

8
unpaved streets and insufficient sanitary facilities.

This

led to the enlargement of the subdivision control laws.
Developers were required to install streets and utilities
up to the city standard before the plan of subdivision could
be authorized.
The optimum process for good development may be
roughly outlined as follows :
Planning G o a l s ,
Master Plan,
Zoning,
Subdivision Regulations,
Well Regulated Growth.
The City of Great Falls
Great Falls, Montana was founded relatively late in
American history.

The first reference to this area was by

Lewis and Clark written as follows :
From June 21 to July 15. 1805, the Expedition
remained at the Great Falls transporting the
equipment across the portage and preparing for
the next stage of the journey....
The mountains
to the Northwest and West of us are still en
tirely covered, are white, and glitter with the
reflection of the su n . ...
In the area of Great
Falls, we have noted the abundance of buffalo
and grizzlies.
One herd of the former numbered
10,000, and there were so many of the latter and
they became so troublesome that I did not think it
prudent to send one man alone on an errand of any
kind.15

l^Tbid., p. 190.
Journals of the Lewis and Clark Expedition, cited by
Great Falls City-County Planning Board, Comprehensive County
Plan for Sewer and Water Systems. (Great Falls: 1969), p. 6.
(Mimeographed).
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At the time of this expedition the Blackfeet Indians
controlled this area.

Trappers and traders followed Lewis

and Clark's visits but the Indians maintained a hostile atti
tude toward these individuals.

A permanent fort established

in 1847 at Fort Benton eased tension in the area.^^
Agriculture, mining and grazing came to the area,
and in 1881 Paris Gibson visited the locality.

Gibson, an

engineer, surveyed the townsite beginning in May 1882.

Along

with James J. Hill, the Great Falls Water Power and Townsite
Company was incorporated.

The town itself was incorporated

in 1888 with Gibson serving as its first Mayor.

(Gibson was

responsible for the grid system of the streets similar to
that used by William Penn in Philadelphia almost two centuries
earlier in 1682.)
Great Falls developed both as a trade center for sur
rounding farms and ranches, and as an industrial center.

The

first major industrial plant was a silver smelter on the south
bank of the Missouri River built around the turn of the century.
Later the Boston and Montana Consolidated Copper refinery was
built across the river from the existing silver refinery.
The Anaconda Company later acquired the facility and it grew
into one of the world's largest refineries of its type.

This

segment of Great Falls' economy has declined markedly with
increased environmental regulations.

l*Ibid.

10
Agriculture also expanded during Great Falls' early
years.

As wheat production increased, mills developed to

convert this product to flour.

The processing and shipping

of grain remains a significant force in the local economy.
Many early settlers were attracted to Great Falls by
its vital economy and advantages offered by a planned city.^^
The population grew to 14,000 by 1910 and to 24,000 by 1920.
At 1950 it was 39,000.

The most rapid growth occurred between

1950 and 1960 when the city experienced a 38.5 percent increase
in its population.

This put the city over 54,000.

As could be expected, this rapid growth was not wi t h 
out its problems.

From 1950 to 1957 the city's growth en

gulfed 1,166 acres of land which had been agricultural prior
to that time.

18

This greatly increased the demand on all

municipal services.
The pattern of growth since 1950 has been subject of
much criticism.

Many of the subdivisions put in during this

period were randomly and widely scattered throughout the area
with little thought of integration between one another.

This

random and largely unplanned expansion has led to a high tax
IQ
burden.
This is due to the extension of city facilities
and services necessary to take care of those scattered areas.

^^Great Falls City-County Planning Board, Master Land
Use P l a n , (Great Falls: 1969), p. 3.

IGlbid.
l^Ibid.

11
Great Falls started off as a well planned community.
Rapid expansion has somewhat deviated from the initial inte
gration.

Currently the city is in the process of attempting

to see that future expansion and modification does not further
compound the earlier problems.

CHAPTER II
CURRENT REGULATIONS
Currently, there are development regulations and
other forms of influence at the federal, state, and local
levels, which have varying degrees of effect on subdivision
development in Great Falls.

These regulations are catego

rized and outlined on the following pages.
Federal
The major federal antipollution laws have an indi
rect but still significant influence on subdivisions and
other forms of development in the Great Falls area.

These

are the Clean Air Act Amendment of 1970 and the Water Pollu
tion Control Amendment of 1972.^
The Clean Air Act established national air quality ,
standards, and required states to implement a plan to attain
2
air quality at least as good as the federal standards.
There have been two federal court decisions which greatly

"The Impact of Federal Environmental Regulations
on Land Use," edited from remarks by Alan G. Kirk, II,
Environmental Comment 11 (July 1974), p. 1-13,
2
Montana, Third Annual Repo r t , "Environmental Quality
Council, p. 21.

12

13
influenced the effect this act has on land use in Montana,
particularly subdivision development.
The first court decision required that states con
sider the cumulative atmospheric effect of development.

In

particular, the decision required control of facilities which
may be pollution free themselves but which attract a signi3
ficant number of motor vehicles.
Projects classed as
indirect pollution sources are among, but not limited to,
the following;

major roads, parking facilities, shopping

centers, recreation centers, stadiums, airports, apartments,
and condominiums.

Before these types of projects may be

constructed, a favorable air quality impact review must be
conducted.

This applies to indirect air pollution sources

constructed or modified after January 1, 1975.^
The second decision was one made by the U. S. Supreme
Court confirming a lower court ruling.

The main thrust of

this decision was to prevent significant deterioration of
air quality in areas which exceed the minimum federal stan
dards.^

This has a very significant effect on areas such

as Montana, which have, for the most part, better air quality
than the rest of the nation.

^Ibid.
^''Federal Regulations on Land Use," Environmental
Comment 11 (July 1974).
^Montana, Third Annual R e p o r t , "Environmental Quality
Council," p. 21.
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The Federal Water Pollution Control Amendment of
1972 has an indirect, but potentially significant, effect
on Great Falls subdivision development.
dards for waste treatment facilities,

By setting stan

local development is

restricted to the pace at which the municipality can provide
treatment facilities to meet these standards.
The act empowers the Environmental Protection
Agency, or the state if it has the authority to issue re
quired permits, to obtain a court order imposing a ban on
sewer construction.

This would effectively limit growth

to the rate at which sewer treatment facilities could be
put into operation.

This situation would only arise where

the city was not voluntarily complying with the standards
set by the act.
An area of federal influence on Great Falls subdiv
ision development, not in the form of regulations, is the
planning assistance provided by the U. S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development (HUD).

Great Falls is cur

rently using these "701" planning grants to assist in
planning development.
There are two other areas of federal influence on
subdivision development which will only be mentioned in
this paper.

One of these is the effect the Federal Housing

Administration (FHA) has through its loan policies.

The

other is the federal influence in the area of low cost hous
ing and urban renewal projects.

15
State
Montana has two distinct types of policiés in the
land use area.

One type includes those policies which dir

ect state agencies in specific fields and the other includes
those policies meant to guide the actions of local govern
ments in the area.

Many state regulations are the second

step in requirements originating at the federal level.

This

is especially true in the area of pollution control legisla
tion.

These state requirements will be reviewed on a depart

ment by department basis.
Department of Health and
Environmental Services
This department administers the bulk of what is
termed pollution control regulations.

It is through these

that the department's impact on subdivision development is
felt.

The regulating and licensing authority exercised by

this department in the pollution control area has a sub
stantial, indirect effect on land use in the state.
In the area of air pollution this department was char
ged with the administering of the Clean Air Act of Montana by
the 1967 legislature.

This law granted the department powers

to establish the air quality standards and regulations to
implement the law.

The result is that Montana has some of the

most stringent standards and regulations in the country.^

^Ibid.
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Additionally,

this department works with the prev

iously mentioned Federal Clean Air Act.

This required states

to prepare a plan to maintain air quality at least as good as
the federal standards.

The plan also contains provisions to

prevent any projects which would violate the standards.

The

resulting plan has been fraught with procedural and jurisdic
tional problems since it was approved in January, 1972.^
The department also administers the state water pol
lution control regulations and the provisions of the Federal
Water Pollution Control Amendment of 1972.

The area of influ

ence here is the department's responsibility for insuring that
sanitary standards are adequate for new subdivisions.

Prior

to a subdivision plan being filed, the department and local
health officer must certify that the development is free of
sanitary restrictions.

Until such restrictions are dealt with

and removed, the developer is prohibited from selling any lot
or erecting buildings requiring water, sewer, or solid waste
O
disposal facilities.
Department of Fish and Game
This department has a broad range of powers which
influence land use in the state.

Two of these have potential

impact on subdivision development in specific situations.

^Ibid.
®Ibid., p. 22.
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The first is the department's administration of the
Antiquities Act of 1973.

This act covers the preservation

of important historical, paleontological, and archaeological
sites within the state.

The department is authorized to enter

into agreements with private landowners for the preservation
of these areas.

When it becomes necessary to prevent the

destruction of any significant site, the department has been
directed to use court action.

This can involve an injunction

preventing development for up to a year while a plan is worked
9
out between the parties involved.
While a problem of this
sort does not come up very often, when it does, the impact
is significant.
The second area of influence concerns stream preser
vation.

The stated policy put forth by the 1965 legislature

is that streams, particularly fishing waters, be protected
and preserved so they are "available for all time, without
change in their natural state except as may be necessary and
appropriate after due consideration of all factors involved.
This policy applies to any action controlled by state
or local governments which effect the natural form of a stream.
(This affect is usually seen in the form of stream channeliza
tion.)

Those planning any action which could change the form

of stream are required to file these plans with the department

^Ibid.
^^Montana, Revised Code of Montana, Section 26, 1501,
1947, cited in Third Annual R e p o r t , "Environmental Quality
Council," (December 1974), p. 19.
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prior to the beginning of the project.

If it is determined

that a project adversely effects fish or wildlife habitat,
the department is required to suggest alternatives which
lessen or totally eliminate the possible degradation.

If the

proposing agency refuses to comply with the mitigating charges
the problem is subjected to a binding arbitration procedure.
This involves three residents of the county or counties in
volved.

They are selected by local district court judges.

As with the Antiquities Act, a problem would arise with a sub
division only in very specific situations but the potential
delay resulting could be extremely costlyDepartment of Community Affairs
This department,

formerly called the Department of

Intergovernmental Relations, deals with the laws which effect
the relationships between federal, state, and local govern
ments .

In this capacity the department has both a direct and

indirect effect on land use and subdivisions in the state.
Regulations are administered by both the Division of Economic
Development and the Division of Planning within the Depart
ment of Community Affairs.
The Division of Economic Development is responsible
for the state's Planning and Economic Development Act of 1967.
This act involves the development of long range plans dealing
with economic and resource development.

^ I b i d . , p. 18.

Specifically,

this

19
is done by identifying and maintaining information on prime
sites for commercial,
tial development.

12

industrial, agricultural, and residenThe division is also available to provide

technical assistance on local development projects.
The Division of Planning concerns itself with the non
economic facets of the Planning and Economic Development Act
of 1967.

Although this act addressed economic development

totally, very few guidelines were given to this division for
preparation of a comprehensive plan.

13

The division has also been given the more clearly
defined responsibility of administering the previously m e n 
tioned U. S. Department of Housing and Urban Development's
(HUD) "701" planning grants.

These are assistance grants

for the establishment of local planning boards previously
mentioned in the federal influence section.
The planning division's greatest area of direct
influence in subdivision development is in its administra
tion of the "Montana Subdivision and Platting Act."

The

purpose of this act as originally stated, was:
...to promote the public health, safety, and general
welfare by regulating the subdivision of land; to
prevent the overcrowding of land, to lessen conges
tion in the streets and highways ; to provide for
adequate light, air, water supply, sewage disposal,
parks, and recreation areas, ingress and egress, and
other public requirements; (and) to encourage develop
ment in harmony with the natural environment.

l^Ibid., p. 24.

l^Ibid., p. 25.

^^Montana, Department of Community Affairs, Montana's
Local Planning Legislation, (October 1975), p. 16.
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This act contains detailed criteria concerning the
preparation of both environmental and municiple impact assess
ments.

The environmental assessment is required in the areas

of hydrology, soils, vegetation, topography, and wildlife for
the area to be subdivided.

Municiple assessment includes :

schools, roads and their maintenance, water, sewage, solid
waste, fire and police protection.
The Montana Subdivision and Platting Act (1973) dir
ected that "the governing body of every county, city, or town
shall before July 1, 1974, adopt and provide for the enforce
ment and administration of subdivision regulations, reasonably
providing for the orderly development of their jurisdictional
areas....
Following this initial legislation the Planning Div
ision was charged through the Montana Administrative Proced
ures Act (sections 82-4201, 82-4225) to prescribe minimum
requirements for subdivision regulations adopted in compliance
with this act.

This requirement appears in the September 1974

"Minimum Requirements for Local Subdivision Regulations."^^
The next step in this evolutionary process resulted
in the "Montana Model Subdivision Regulations," (June 1975).

^^Montana, Third Annual Report, "Environmental Quality
Council," p. 25.
^^Montana, Montana's Planning Legislation, p. 31.
^^Montana, Department of Community Affairs, Minimum
Requirements of Local Subdivision Regulations, (September
1974).

21

As stated in these regulations, they "...are not state
requirements. but intended to serve only as a guide for use
in developing or evaluating local regulations."

18

These documents, the minimum requirements and the
model regulations, establish a good set of guidelines for
local governments to use in the establishment of their own
plans.

The minimum requirements set a base line which may

not be ignored while the model regulations give the state's
view of what the optimum regulations should be.
The original Montana Subdivision and Platting Act
of 1973 contained a number of definitions and administrative
rules.

Many of these problems were straightened out by the

1974 legislature in House Bill 1017,

Significant among the

changes were the redefinition of the term "subdivision."
The most important parts of the change in the definition
were as follows :

"...a division of land, or land so divided,

which contains one or more parcels containing less than 20
acres,,,or, land so divided into two (2) or more parcels
whether contiguous or not, any of which is ten (10) acres
or less,,.."^^

The requirements concerning dedication of

park areas were also modified.

The park area is now defined

in terms of a fractional part of the subdivision itself rather
than the entire plotted area.

20

18

Montana, Department of Community Affairs, Montana's
Model Subdivision Regulations, (June 1975),
19

Montana, Third Annual R e p o r t , "Environmental Quality
Council," p, 119,
ZOibid,, p, 32,

22
The 1974 version of the Montana Subdivision and Plat
ting Act was again modified.

The 1975 legislature passed

House Bill 666 which became effective April 21, 1975.

The

points of this latest change are best brought out in the
section of this paper dealing with the approval of an actual
subdivision.
Department of Revenue
With one notable exception, the state has not acknowledged the relationship between land use and taxation.

21

one exception is the state's so called "greenbelt law."

The
This

is mainly concerned with agricultural land which borders
expanding urban areas.

The purpose of the law is to protect

this agricultural land from high tax burdens that would re
sult in its being sold for subdivision uses.

Specifically,

it provides that land which qualifies may be taxed only for
its value for agricultural purposes regardless of its market
value.

If the owner later chooses to sell the land for devel

opment he is penalized the difference between what he actually
paid in taxes and what he would have had to pay without the
greenbelt bill during the previous four years.

22

Problems

with this law will be discussed in the problems section of
the paper.

21

M o n t a n a , Third Annual R e p o r t , "Environmental Quality
Council," p. 35.
Z^ibid., p. 36.
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Other State Agencies
The Departments of Natural Resources and State Lands
have little, if any, direct effect on subdivisions in Great
Falls.

This is not to say that they do not play a roll in

land use in Montana.

They do. but it has little effect on

urban and suburban areas .
Local
The vast majority of land use decisions in Montana
are made without the direct involvement of the state govern
ment.

This is particularly true in the cases of cities and

their surrounding areas.

There has been, through the years,

extensive delegation of land use control authority to the
local governments.

The sum total of this law is very cumber-

some and often confusing.

23

Planning
The state has authorized the creation of planning
boards by cities and counties.

These boards are to function

in an advisory capacity to the local governments.

The Great

Falls area has a city-county planning board, whose jurisdic
tion extends four and one-half miles beyond the boundaries of
the city.

23

Personal interview^ William W a l t e r s , Assistant
Planner, Great Falls, Montana, February 1976.

24
Planning boards are required to prepare a master plan
for the development of their jurisdictional area and to pre
sent this to the governing bodies in their jurisdiction.^^
The Great Falls City-County Planning Board is currently using
the previously mentioned HUD "701" funds for this purpose.
When local governments adopt a master plan they are required
to use it to guide their directions in the areas of zoning,
public facilities, and subdivision regulations.

25

Zoning
The federal enabling legislation in the area of
zoning has already been mentioned in a prior section.

Mont

ana's legislature in 1929 (three years after federal enabling
legislation) passed laws authorizing incorporated cities and
towns to regulate land use through local zoning ordinances.
There are limits to the distance which a city may
zone beyond its immediate boundaries.

A first-class city

such as Great Falls may extend its zoning authority three
miles beyond its borders .

City zoning may influence this area

only if the county has not previously zoned the area.

When

a city-county planning board is formed, as in Great Falls,
this area of influence extends to 4.5 miles from the city

^^Fersonal interview, John Richards, Great Falls CityCounty Planning Board Office, Great Falls, Montana, February,
1976.
os
Great Falls, M T . , Ordinance No. 184 8 , Amending
Title 4, Chapter 9, Section 4-9-6(C), of the Official Codes
of the City of Great Falls, 1975.
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boundary.

This board serves in an advisory capacity to the

local government officials.
City Ordinance number 1948 (approved January 21,
1975) is a combined planning and zoning ordinance pertaining
to "planned unit developments."
ordinance is as follows:
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The stated intent of this

"to permit flexibility of planning

and design of entire residential subdivisions.

It is recog

nized by this section that total planned and designed projects
have the opportunity to incorporate unique and original con
cepts into the design of a Planned Unit Development, and that
the benefits achieved may super ede the rigid requirements of
typical zoning or subdivision regulations."
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The term Planned Unit Development or "PUD" is a type
of subdivision characterized by common ownership of open area.
In many cases this is done through homeowners association
with each unit paying a monthly fee.

The subdivision which

will be discussed in the following chapter is considered to
be a PUD when the development is considered as a whole.
Subdivision Regulations
The City of Great Falls is currently operating with
out a formalized body of local subdivision regulations.

They

are relying heavily on the previously mentioned state require
ments.

Local regulations are in the process of being pre

pared and are expected to be ready sometime in the future.

ZGlbid.

^^Ibid.
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How the city is currently functioning in the above mentioned
method will be shown in the following section using a recently
approved subdivision as an example.

CHAPTER III
ACTUAL SUBDIVISION APPROVAL PROCESS
In this section the process through which a devel
oper must proceed for the approval of a subdivision will be
discussed.

This will be done by following the Great Falls

review process step-by-step.

Each step will be elaborated

upon and any problems with that particular step or phase
will be pointed out at that time.
dealt with at the end.

General problems will be

Where examples will aid in elucidat

ing how a particular step takes place, the Fox Farm Addition
subdivision will be used.

This subdivision is a project of

Western Property Associates and is the most recent subdivi
sion to go through the approval process in the Great Falls
area.

Final plat approval and annexation of the first sec

tion of this development was approved March 17, 1976. at the
Great Falls City Commission meeting.
The Great Falls area basic plat review process is
divided into four distinct sections.
applicable to this paper.
Plat Review procedure.

Three of these are

The Fourth is termed the Minor

This is only utilized for a sub

division involving five or fewer parcels without a park
dedication.
It should be pointed out that the steps in the review
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process to be outlined are not designed to cause difficul
ties for a developer or to create additional paperwork for
the city.

Over the long run it has been demonstrated that

this sort of protracted process is necessary to insure ade
quate attention to the myriad of details involved in a sub
division today.^
Phase I Concept Review
The concept review phase, also called the master plan
phase, is utilized for most large subdivisions, including the
example, which are to be developed in phases.

Development is

commonly done in this manner to enable the investors to begin
recovering their investment earlier than if the development
was done all at once.
A.

This phase is illustrated in Figure 1.

The first step of this phase consists of the

initial contact between the sponsors of the proposed devel
opment and the planning staff of the city-county planning
board.

At this point the sponsors usually only hold an

option to purchase the land under consideration.

This initial

contact for the Fox Farm Addition was made early in September,
1974.
A main purpose of this initial meeting is to acquaint
the sponsors with the regulations and procedures they will
have to comply with in developing the land.

Great Falls cur

rently does not have its own set of subdivision regulations

^Montana, Department of Community Affairs, M o n t a n a 's
Model Subdivision Regulations, p. 8.
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Concept Review (utilized for large subdivisions
to be developed in phases).

SOURCE;
Planning staff of the City of Great Falls, Montana,
March 1976.
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which may be given to a potential developer.
tions are being prepared.

These regula

They should be ready for submis

sion to the State Department of Community Affairs and the
local governing bodies in the not too distant future.

As

mentioned previously, the city is currently operating through
the use of the State Minimum Subdivision Regulations and Model
Subdivision Regulations.
At this first meeting the sponsors of the development
submits a rough sketch of the proposal.

This may be little

more than a pencil sketch on a topographical map of the area.
It should show simply the layout of the proposed development
and how it relates to the surrounding areas.

Included on

this map are major streets, proposed use for each area (single
family, multi-family, commercial), and major physical features
of the area.
There is a major aid available to developers and the
planning staff in evaluating how a proposed development fits
into the existing community.
1990 land use plan.

This is in the form of a 1970-

While it was never formally adopted by

local government, it does contain information on existing
land use and proposals for future growth.

This plan was

cited by the developers of the Fox Farm Addition and their
plan parallels the proposed uses for the area in question.
B.

Following the initial contact between developers

and the planning staff there are a series of meetings.

The

purpose of these is to further develop the rough plan and to
get the initial reaction of the planning staff.

It is at this
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point that many potential problems may be identified and
dealt with before the developer has invested heavily in design
of the development.
There are several types of problems which may come to
light during these meetings.

Examples of these would be util

ity hook-up limitations and flood plain conflicts.

Both of

these subjects were significant areas of concern with the Fox
Farm Addition.
The rough plan is further detailed by the developer
at this stage.

It should include such information as:

approx

imate boundries of the tract, easements which are planned or
exist, utility or other right-of-ways, parks and open areas,
existing structures, natural features, and proposed public
improvements.^
C.

A third step involves the formal concept (Master

Plan) submittal to the planning board and staff.

By this

point the master plan shows the surveyed boundaries of the
site as well as a small locational map to clarify its place
ment in terms of surrounding areas.
proposed streets is shown.
drawn into this plan.

Placement of all existing

Easement for utilities are also

Boundaries of individual lots are not

necessarily shown, although a sample is helpful.
A very important item included on this plan is the
design schedule.

This is a proposed set of standards for

various important items in the development.

^Ibid.

It addresses
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such subjects as utility type and size, building setbacks,
street construction, and other items of similar nature.
This meeting gives the planning board an opportunity
to question the developers at length about the project.

It

also allows the planning staff to present its view on any
problems which it foresees for the development.
Following the presentation of the master plan to the
planning board a review matrix is prepared.

This is the first

of four points at which this particular tool is used.

The

first matrix enumerates a particular item such as "flood plain"
the problem seen by the staff in that area, the developers
position, and the various alternatives available.

This matrix

is an extremely valuable aid which insures adequate attention
to all problem areas.
D.

At this point various agencies and officials are

consulted for their opinion on the master plan.
very important stage for identifying problems.

This is a
It also serves

to get the positions of various agencies on items within their
sphere of influence.
The following individuals and agencies are sent copies
of the master plan and the review matrix for their consent and
criticism:
1.

City Manager

2.

Director of Public Works
a.

City Engineer

b.

City Traffic Engineer

3.

City-County Health Department

4.

Park and Recreation Board
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5.

Office of City Zoning Administration

6.

Fire Chief

7.

School District

8.

Montana Power Company

9.

Mountain Bell Telephone

10.

Great Falls Gas Company

11.

Teleprompter of Great Falls

In some cases this information is merely informational
and the agency has little, if any, input to the process.

Tele

prompter of Great Falls is a good example of this type of sit
uation.

The city engineer and the city traffic engineer both

funnel their reports through the Director of Public Works.
This step proved to be a major point of delay in the
process.

For the most part this was due to the negotiations

between the developer and the park board concerning the size
and location of the park land to be dedicated to the city.
This is not unusual since the most desirable park land, in
many cases, contains the best building sites, for example,
river frontage.

The problem was eventually resolved but it

did result in a delay of approximately four m o n t h s .
E.

Once the various officials and agencies have a

chance to comment on the master plan the information is assem
bled by the planning staff.
matrix is prepared.

From this information a second

It includes the positions and recommenda

tions of the various agencies involved and finally the pl a n 
ning staff's recommendation on a particular subject.

At this

point it would be enlightening to illustrate how a particular
area of concern is dealt with by the matrix.

The example is
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from the August 11, 1975 matrix concerning the Fox Farm
Addition Master Plan.
ITEM:

Flood Plain

PROBLEM:

Policy has not been established by Planning
Board and governing body to restrict or
prohibit filling of flood plain areas.

DEVELOPER'S POSITION:

The area within the flood plain

was filled to obtain acceptable ground ele
vations for building sites.
REVIEW OFFICIALS COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:
City Planning Assistant - Policy on flood
plain should be established prior to approval
of Fox Farm concept.
Building Inspector - Ground elevations below
3,305 feet should be placed in City flood
plain zoning district.

Ground elevations

below 3,301.5 feet should be placed in
Floodway District.
PLANNING STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS:
Observations :
- area filled in displaces about 35 acrefeet of water during flood condition.
- area filled in was not a drainage chan
nel but rather a collection basin.
- existing City Flood Plain Ordinance
allows fill within a flood plain to
attain ground elevations for building
sites.
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The potential back water holding area filled
in was infinitesimal compared with the total
back water holding areas along the length of
the Missouri River.

Considering the fill

project has already been undertaken and there
will be an insignificant impact on the flood
plain, the staff recommends this issue not
terminate development in the northern portion
of Fox Farm Addition.

However, the staff

recommends data should be compiled to pos
sibly substantiate adoption of a policy by
the governing bodies to prohibit fill in a
flood plain.
The planning staff also prepared a set of recommenda
tions concerning the Planning Design Schedule,

This schedule

contains various general guidelines concerning the develop
ment mostly in the areas of building location and lot size.
Specifically it covers such items as:

allowable building

height in stores, minimum front yard setback, minimum side
yard setback, minimum building separation, maximum building
coverage, and other items along the same line.

This is done

for each type of area (i.e., single family detached, medium
density apartments, etc.) contained in the total development.
It is subject to slight modification upon submission of each
subdivision plat.

The staff evaluates this schedule in light

of how it will effect the relationships of both buildings and
open areas in the development and the development's relation
ship to existing adjacent areas.
During this period the staff also prepares a written
assessment of the proposed development in accordance with
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House Bill 666 mentioned in a previous section.

Basically,

the purpose of this assessment is to determine whether the
proposed subdivision would be in the public interest.

This

is prepared using, in part, information supplied by the devel
opers.

The report is required to address the following

topics :
a.

the basis of the need for the subdivision

b.

expressed public opinion

c.

effects on agriculture

d.

effects on local services

e.

effects on taxation

f.

effects on natural environment

g . effects on wildlife and wildlife habitat
h.
F.

effects on public health and safety
After it has received the master plan, the plan

ning board holds a public hearing on the matter.

It is neces

sary for notice of the hearing to be published in a general
circulation newspaper at least fifteen days prior to the hear
ing.
During the hearing the planning board is required to
review all relevant information relating to public health,
safety, and welfare.

From this information it decides whether

the plan should be approved, conditionally approved, or disap
proved.

The planning board also reviews the plans' compliance

with the Montana Subdivision and Platting Act and any applic3
able zoning regulations which may affect the plan.

^Ibid., p. 14.
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The hearing in the case of the Fox Farm Addition
master plan followed the following format.

The developer

presented the philosophy behind the development and described
the uses of the various areas.

Second, the planning staff

explained the various items in the previously mentioned
matrix.

The main points concerned the flood plain (see m a t 

rix example above), site and location of park, the attachment
of an approved design schedule to the plan, covenants to
control appearance of lots backing onto Fox Farm Road, and
the bike path.

Proponents of the project were given an

opportunity to speak.

Opponents spoke against the flood plain

and neighborhood shopping center.

The hearing was then con

tinued for a week with no action being taken by the board.
The second phase of the public hearing on the Fox Farm
Addition master plan took place on August 19, 1975, a week
after the first phase of the hearing.
ness was followed.

The same order of busi

In the intervening week a revised matrix

has been prepared by the planning staff.

The flood plain

issue was resolved when it was determined no existing laws
prevent an area from being filled to raise it above the level
of the 100 year flood plain.

The park issue remained unchanged.

Various changes were recommended in the Planning Design Sched
ule.

Access and other problems concerning homes backing to

Fox Farm Road were seen by the staff as something control
lable by covenants.

Several other areas remained unchanged.

During the proponents opportunity to speak the devel
opers accepted the staff recommendations in most areas.

A
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point of contention existed over who would pay the cost of
an 18 inch sewer main over the proposed 12 inch main.
Opponents were given the opportunity to speak and
expressed basically the same concerns as during the first
meeting.

Those were in the areas of flooding possibilities,

school overcrowding and multiple family dwellings.
It is worthwhile noting at this point that while
citizen oration at these hearings is encouraged, it rarely
unearths any areas of concern not already addressed by the
planning board and its staff.
Following the hearing of the opposition the planning
board took action on the various facets of the master plan.
This resulted in the planning board's approval of the master
plan.

This took place on September 2, 1975.
G.

The planning board's approval is next passed

along to the appropriate governing body for their considera
tion.

This is in most cases a rubber stamp of the planning

board's recommended action.

In the case of the Fox Farm

Addition, approval was required of both the Great Falls City
Commission and the Cascade County Commissioners.

This was

due to the fact that this development is in the county and
desires to become annexed to the city, to which it is adjacent.
Once this approval is received the master plan is retained in
the planners office.
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Phase II Preliminary Plat Review
The next major phase following the Concept Review is
termed the Preliminary Plat Review.

Generally, the prelimin

ary plat is a much more detailed design of a specific portion
of the master plan.

It follows the basic concepts put down

in the master plan.

By law a preliminary plat is defined as

"a neat and scaled drawing of a proposed subdivision showing
the layout of streets, alleys, lots, blocks, and other elements
of a subdivision which furnish a basis for review by a govern
ing body.
The Montana Minimum Requirements for Local Subdivi
sions Regulations contains requirements for the form and
content of preliminary plats and plat supplements.

The

purpose of this was to insure preliminary plats submitted to
local governments and planning boards would contain informa
tion to allow adequate review.

It was also intended to pro

vide a certain degree on uniformity in the plats from one
local government to the next for the benefit of engineers
frequently responsible for preparing the plats.
According to the above mentioned regulations a pre
liminary plat should contain the following information;
1.

Name, location, scale, north arrow, and date of
preparation

2.

Exterior boundries of the tract

M o n t a n a , Department of Intergovernmental Relations,
Division of Planning, Subdivisions. (July 1974), p. 9.
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3.

Location of all section corners and legal sub
division corners

4.

All lots and blocks with dimensions and owner of
each lot

5.

All streets, alleys, roads, highways, and their
right-of-ways; locations of intersections and
access points to collector and arterial highways

6.

Location and boundaries of all park areas and
common groun d .

7.

Existing and proposed utilities located on and
adjacent to the tract
a.

sanitary sewers

b.

water mains and fire hydrants

c.

gas, electrical, and telephone lines and
street lights

d.

nearest water and sewer lines when none are
adjacent to tract

8.

Contour map of area

9.

Locations of existing buildings and improvements

10.

Location and identification of all existing and
proposed easements and right-of-ways

Supplements to the preliminary plat should include:
A.

Vicinity map, including:
1.

names of adjoining subdivisions

2.

ownership of adjacent land

3.

location of railroads, power lines, towers,
roads and other nearby land uses

4.

existing and proposed zoning

B.

U.S.G.S. topographical map or aerial photo of
area with subdivision clearly outlined

C.

Master plan of entire development of which this
plat is a portion

D.

Drafts of any covenants and restrictions

E.

Information concerning property owners associa
tion, if one is to be formed

F.

An environmental assessment of the subdivision
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G.

Flooding survey data, when required^

The first actual step of the preliminary plat review
phase as shown in Figure 2, consists of a series of meetings
between the developers and the planning staff.

It is at

these meetings that many problem areas with the preliminary
plat and the supplemental information are dealt with and often
solved.
A.

This step, among others, involves negotiating a

series of tradeoffs.

That is, achieving a balance between a

high quality

addition for the city and a reasonably profit

able project

for the developer.

A city which demands

too

much of a potential developer may end up ultimately discour
aging much needed housing inputs to an area.
B.

The preliminary plat and supplemental informa

tion which emerges from the meetings with the staff is then
formally presented to the planning board and staff.

This

is basically the same sort of process as occured in the third
concept review step.
C.

The plat is presented by the developer and prob

lems seen by
Once

the staff are aired.
the preliminary plat is presented to the

plan

ning board, the governing body is required to approve, disap
prove or conditionally approve it within sixty (60) days.
This is unless the developer consents to the extension of the
review phase.

If the governing body should disapprove or

^Montana, Model Subdivision Regulations, p. 74-77.
G f b i d . , p. 14.
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conditionally approve the plat, a copy of the plat with a
letter of explanation must be sent to the developer.

This

letter must also outline the necessary conditions which must
be met to obtain approval.
Following formal submission of the plat, the planning
staff prepares the third matrix.

As with the previous ones,

it identifies problems with their alternatives and recommends
a course of action.

It follows the same format as the pre

viously given matrix example, except that the problems
addressed are usually much more specific and detailed.
C.

As with the master plan the preliminary plat is

distributed to the previously mentioned review agencies for
their input.

Also the City Engineer's office is brought into

the picture.

They review the plat for specific items such as

utility design, storm drainage systems, and streets to deter
mine if the proposals of the developer are up to the city's
standards on these areas and will adequately serve the present
and long term needs of the future residents of the subdivision.
Acceptance of low quality streets initially imposes a long term
maintenance burden on the city.
D.

The information and recommendations from the review

agencies and officials as well as the engineer's opinion is
assembled at this point.

The planning staff prepares the

fourth and final matrix.

This matrix, as before, contains the

problem,

developers position, alternatives,

the planning staff recommends.

and the position

It is at this time that the

more technical problems such as utilities and streets are inves
tigated.
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E.

The public hearing at this stage follows basically

the same outline as the master plan hearing.

Its purpose is

to air the views on both the preliminary plat and the result
ing rezoning involved.

Notification procedures are the same.

A newspaper notice must be made 15 days in advance of the
hearing and landowners adjoining the tract are notified by
registered mail.
The planning board hears the various recommendations
of the parties involved.

An item which generally receives

public attention at this point is the environmental assess
ment which was listed in the items needing submission with
the planning plat.

The strictly environmental portion of

this assessment deals with such areas as:

surface water,

ground water, soils and slopes, vegetation, wildlife, histor
ical features, and visual impact.
tion addresses the areas of:

The community impact por

domestic water supply, sewage

disposal, solid waste disposal, roads, utilities, emergency
services,

land use, housing, parks and recreation facilities,

and accessibility of services and facilities.
A supplemental section concerning the impact of the
subdivision on the local school system is also attached to the
assessment.

This school impact opinion is generally in the

form of a reply letter from the superintendent of schools.

In

the case of the Fox Farm Addition No. 1, the school superinten
dent felt the present facilities would adequately handle the
increased student load at the local schools.

Private citizens

expressed concern contrary to this opinion at the public hear
ing.
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F.

At this point the planning staff compiles what

is termed the Staff Conglomerate Recommendations.

This is

a compilation of the engineering recommendations, the plan
ning board's decisions and concerns, and any other significant
items which the staff feels should be brought to the attention
of the local governing bodies.
G.

As with the master plan, the local governing

bodies, specifically the Great Falls City Commission, act
on the preliminary plat, based on the information.

In addi

tion, the plat must be accompanied by certain attachments.
These are as follows :
a.

Certificate of dedication for streets, parks, and
other public improvements, or cash donations in
lieu of dedication when applicable.

b.

Certificate by licensed title abstractor showing
any liens or claims against the land.

c.

Copies of any covenants relating to the land.

d.

Certification by State Department of Health and
Environmental Sciences that plans and specifica
tions for sanitary facilities are acceptable.

e.

Copies of articles of incorporation of any home
owners association, when applicable.

f.

Certification of security arrangement for public
improvements, such as performance bonds or a letter
of credit.

g.

Copies of final engineering drawings and certifi
cates by professional engineer that they are corect.

h.

Certificate by governing body expressly accepting
any dedicated lands and improvements.

i.

Certificate of examining land surveyor, where
applicable.
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j.

Copy of state highway permit when new highway
will intersect with a state highway.

The developer has up to one year from the time the prelim
inary plat is approved to prepare and submit a final plat.
Upon approving or conditionally approving the plat
the governing body is required to provide the developer with
one

(1)copy

of a dated and signed statement of approval.

The

approval guarantees that the conditions and terms of the

approval shall not be affected by any changes in the regula
tions affecting subdivisions.
period of one year.

The approval is valid for a

It may be extended for another calendar

year at the request of the builder and with the approval of
the governing body.
The approval for the plan of the Fox Farm Addition
was obtained on December 16. 1975.
Phase III Final Plat Review
The third and final phase of the review process is
termed the Final Plat Review.

This involves the preparation

of final plat and associated documents, based on the previ
ously approved preliminary plat.

It is actually a formaliza

tion of many of the items in the preliminary plat which were
not specifically defined at that time.

It must conform in

all major respects to the previously reviewed and approved
preliminary plat.

This phase is illustrated in Figure 3.
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A.

The first step of the third phase involves the

submission of the final plat, associated documents, engin
eering information, and the proposed "Statement of Intent and
Agreement," hereafter referred to as the S.I.A.
The final plat is required to comply with the Montana
Uniform Standards for Final Subdivision Plats.^

This requires

the plat to be prepared in a specific format and to contain
a specific amount and type of information.

In addition, the

plat must be accompanied by certain attachments.

These are

as follows:
a.

Certificate of dedication for streets, parks, and
other public improvements, or cash donations in
lieu of dedication when applicable.

b.

Certificate by licensed title abstractor showing
any liens or claims against the land.

c.

Copies of any covenants relating to the land.

d.

Certification by State Department of Health and
Environmental Sciences that plans and specifica
tions for sanitary facilities are acceptable.

e.

Copies of articles of incorporation of any home
owners association, when applicable.

f.

Certification of security arrangement for public
improvements, such as performance bonds or a
letter of credit.

g.

Copies of final engineering drawings and certifi
cates by a professional engineer that they are
correct.

h.

Certificate by governing body expressly accepting
any dedicated lands and improvements.

?Ibid., p. 22.
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i.

Certificate of examining land surveyor, where
applicable.

j.

Copy of state highway permit when new highway
will intersect with a state highway.

The developer has up to one year from the time the prelimin
ary plat is approved to prepare and submit a final plat.
B.

The information submitted by the developers is

subjected to review by the previously mentioned officials
and agencies.

Simultaneously,

it is evaluated by the planning

staff and the city engineer.
One main item which is examined concerns the confor
mance of the final plat to the previously approved preliminary
plat.

The only two instances which permit significant changes

from the preliminary to the final plat are improvements in
design or changes which have occured in the natural surround
ings or environment since preliminary plat approval.
The plat is also screened for errors and omissions in
calculating or drafting by the land surveyor.

No land surveyor

who has any personal or financial interest in the property may
be the examining surveyor.
C.

Following the review step the final plat is

presented to a regular business meeting of the planning board.
As in the previous cases, the recommendations of the planning
staff are considered and a final recommendation is made by the
planning board.
be approved.

This is assuming they feel the plat should

If it is not, a copy of the plat with a letter

of explanation must be sent to the developer within ten (10)
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days following the meeting.

The developer then makes the

necessary corrections and resubmits the plat for approval.
This may involve meetings with the planning staff and engineer
before the plat is resubmitted.
D.

Once the recommendation for approval is received

from the planning board the final S.I.A.

is drawn up.

This

is essentially a contract between the developer and the city.
It deals mainly with the improvements which will be made to
the subdivision by the developer.

It gets extremely specific

in terms of who bears what costs.
The document also makes reference to the security
arrangements which the developer has made to insure comple
tion of the improvements.
escrow account,
others.

This may take the form of:

an

letter of credit, surety performance bond and

The severity of this requirement often depends on

the reputation and past performance of the developer.

In

the case of the Fox Farm Addition this item was not resolved
until the final plat had been conditionally approved by the
City Commission.
It also contains a section for special conditions.
In the case of Fox Farm Addition this concerned limiting the
number of sewer taps until the local lift station could be
evaluated in terms of capacity.
The S.I.A.'s purpose is to formalize many of the items
which were in the past handled with a handshake.

It is inten

ded to provide protection for both parties involved.

Fox

Farm Addition was the first local development to use this
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tool and its effectiveness will remain to be seen.

It should

prove to be a worthwhile addition to the review process.
E.

The final step in this review process is the

governing body's decision on the final plat.

This is done

during a normal meeting of the City Commission.

It would seem

by this time that most minor and major problems with the plat
would have been resolved.

With the Fox Farm Addition No. 1,

it was not until this final meeting that several items were
resolved.

One was the placement of a bike path in the sub

division; the second concerned who would pay for a sidewalk
adjoining the park; the third involved the type of financial
guarantee to be used for the public improvements.
two were resolved during the meeting.

The first

The final item con

cerning the financial guarantee resulted in conditional
approval for the plat.

The details of this guarantee were

left to the developers and the city attorney to work out.
Immediately following approval of the final plat, the
area on the final plat was annexed into the city.

This was

done before the final plat was approved by the county commis
sioners.

This does not appear to be causing any problems.

The county commissioners have and will probably continue to
play a very passive role in this type of development.

They

tend to "rubber-stamp" any decisions made by the city in this
area.

This type of annexation is in accordance with the

state's Planned Community Development Act of 1974.

This act

prohibits annexation of areas merely to increase the tax base.
It states that the area "should receive the services provided
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by the annexing municipality as soon as possible following
O

annexation. '
Once the approval is obtained, the final plat, assoc
iated documents, and the S.I.A. are assembled for recording.
Certificates are issued by each agency involved in the final
review indicating that the portion concerning them is correct.
Examples of agencies issuing these certificates are:

the

city-county planning board, county surveyor, county commis
sioners. the park board, and others where applicable.

Once

all this information is gathered the applicable portions are
recorded by the County Clerk and Recorder and become part of
the public record.
In the case of the Fox Farm Addition, the total time
period from the initial contact between the developer and the
planning staff to the final approval of Addition No. 1, was
about two full years.

Another developer concerned with a

Planned Unit Development is attempting to combine phases I
and II as a time saving measure.

How successful this tech

nique will be in saving time has yet to be seen.

It should

be pointed out that before each portion of the master plan
for a development such as the Fox Farm Addition is to be built
it must go through phases II and III.

Q
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CHAPTER IV
PROBLEM AREAS
Problems with subdivision planning and approval exist
both at the state and local level.

Because most of the deci

sion making power for this process rests at the local level,
it is not surprising that this is also the level with the
most significant number of problems.

The state, however, is

not without its share of problems.
In this chapter the problems at various levels will
be examined.

The source of the problem and the inefficiency

which results will be assessed.

Possible solutions and the

outlook for change will also be examined.
Local Problem Areas
The single biggest problem at the local level is the
lack of a set of Great Falls subdivision regulations.

This

means a single integrated document containing all the local
regulations and requirements which a developer needs to comply
with for the approval of a development.

Presently, a devel

oper must consult various state and local documents as well
as negotiate certain points with the approving agencies.
While a set of regulations would not solve all the problems,
it would be a very significant aid in this direction.
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It should
tions

will not be

be pointed out that a set of local regula
a cure-all to current ills. Due to the

uniqueness of land and the resulting uniqueness of each
development, a set of regulations could not possibly address
all potential problem areas.

It would, however, go a long

way toward solving some of the more frequently occurring and
routine matters, as discussed below.
Considerable inefficiency results from the current
state

of affairs.

In many cases,

for example, the developer

of Fox Farm Addition was not able to anticipate the city's
position on a number of matters because a policy was not in
writing.

When regulations concerning development are clearly

defined, the developer may anticipate what has to be done in
a particular area and take the necessary steps to comply.
Even though the developer may not agree with the city's
position on a matter, he knows what must be done in compli
ance.

While it would be difficult to put an exact figure on

the amount of time that this lack of written regulations adds
to the approval process, it would be safe to say that it is
significant.
The solution to this process is quite obvious : develop
a written set of local subdivision regulations.
currently being done by the planning staff.

This is

Once completed,

it must go through a process of review and approval not unlike
that of a subdivision plat.

Any estimated completion date on

these local regulations would be pure speculation, considering
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the number of variables involved in obtaining approval for
the regulations.
Another problem area which may be solved by local
regulations is that of a time schedule.

Currently, there

is little in the way of clearly defined time limits between
various portions of the plat review process.

One of the few

areas which does have an established time frame is the period
between preliminary plat submittal (see (B) of Figure 2) and
the public hearing (see (E) of Figure 2), defined to be a
maximum of 60 days.

In the case of the Fox Farm Addition

this phase took considerably longer due to additional time
and information requested by the planning staff.
The establishment of a time table for the review
process would be of most benefit to the developer.

It would

allow him to better plan his approach to the review process,
and finally, to establish a starting time for construction.
However, any time table must have provisions for extension.
The time table should be realistically set up so that any
extension is the exception and not the rule.
This problem can be solved by two approaches.

The

first approach would be the previously mentioned local regula
tions, and the second approach would be the increased skill
of both the local developers and the planning staff in dealing
with the plat review process.
Another problem relating to the planning staff poses
great concern to the developer.

This concerns the length of

time spent by the planning staff reviewing materials from the
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developer before they are sent to the review agencies and
officials.^

This adds a considerable amount of time to the

process and duplicates what is done after the material is
returned by the review agencies and officials.
The author agrees with the developer on this point.
A more objective opinion could be gleaned from these agencies
and officials if they were not influenced by a planning staff
recommendation on a particular subject.

A staff recommenda

tion in an area in which the reviewing agency has more exper
tise than the planning staff is a potential area of conflict.
This problem may be resolved in the future.

The

establishment of time limits with the local regulations may
help.

With a limited amount of time available, the planning

staff may have to limit its review process to those areas
specifically designated for this purpose.

In addition, as

the staff becomes more experienced in the review procedure
in its final form, it is bound to become more efficient.
Another area of concern for the developers of the Fox
Farm Addition had to do with the form of financial guarantee.
This guarantee, as mentioned in a previous section, is a
device used by the city to insure that all improvements in
a development are completed, even if the developer becomes
financially insolvent.
According to the developers, the additional financial
guarantee required by the city cost approximately $100 per

^Personal interview, Wayne Dean, Great Falls, Montana,
March 29, 1976.
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lot.

By additional,

the author means a financial guarantee

beyond that provided by the nature of the backers.

Where a

strong local financial institution has a significant invest
ment in the development, as is the case with the example,
completion is reasonably assured in the event the developer
fails.
The city's position in this area is that the tax
payers should not be burdened with the cost of completing
the public improvements in a development if a developer
becomes unable to do so.

In doing this, the city is attempt

ing to establish a firm policy which will apply to every
developer no matter what his financial capability.
The problem with the position is that it may add
unnecessarily to the developer's cost by requiring guarantees
which are not really necessary.

This cost is ultimately

passed on to the purchasers with increased lot prices.

This

is not to say that some developers should not be required to
post a substantial guarantee.

Where a developer with a good

local record and substantial backing has to do this, it adds
unnecessarily to his costs.
The solution to this problem lies in establishing
the form of financial guarantee based on a careful credit
evaluation of each developer.

This is harder to do and poten

tially riskier than a firmly established and often unnecessary
guarantee procedure, but it would be worthwhile in the long
run.

The potential savings to developers, and to the ultimate
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purchasers in a subdivision, while not extremely large, is
significant.
The outlook for the city adopting a plan of this sort
is not extremely bright at this time.

It may be that when

the new city planner becomes better acquainted with local
developers and their performance, he will adopt a more flex
ible position in his recommendations to the planning board
and city commission.
State Problem Areas
There are several problem areas at the state level
affecting land use planning, particularly subdivisions, which
require comment.

While these, in most cases, do not always

have an immediate and direct effect on Great Falls developers,
they do ultimately influence subdivision development in the
city.
The first of these problems concerns the general lack
of a coordinated state policy in the area of local land use
and subdivisions.

Subdivision policy is in somewhat clearer

terms than other land use categories. but even this is frag
mented and difficult to consolidate.

Much of the policy is
2
implied, it is hidden away in various agencies and laws.

This quite obviously makes it difficult to know what the
state's position is on a particular area.

Even when all the

o
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applicable agencies and laws are tapped and the information
organized, the result is often conflicting and confusing.
There does not seem to be a tendency to reorganize
this shortcoming.

How soon a coordinated and consolidated

state position on land use (including subdivisions) can be
expected is pure speculation at this time.

The problem has

been recognized but no solution is foreseen for the immediate
future.
The best approach to this problem would seem to be
a land use conference.

This would involve all applicable

agencies and serve to air their roles and views on land use.
From this, a state policy could begin to be formulated.

A

conference of this sort could also serve to identify various
gaps and overlaps in current procedures.
Another problem area at the state level concerns
the disparity between state requirements and enforcement
O

ability.

The best current example concerns the requirement

for local subdivision regulations.

The state legislature

passed the requirement for local governments to formulate
subdivision regulations for their community

This was to be

done by a certain date or the state would formulate regula
tions for the committees.

The state's ability to implement

this policy is extremely limited, however.

The time necessary

for the state to accomplish this for noncomplying communities

^Personal interview, John Richards, Great Falls, M o n t 
ana, November 1975.
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is upward of several years.

Clearly, this was a requirement

with little in the way of stimulus for prompt compliance.
Communities such as Great Falls are gradually comply
ing, but not within the time frame which had been hoped when
the legislature established the requirement.
A third area of concern at the state level has to do
with Montana's Greenbelt law.

This law is intended to keep

agricultural land in production by reducing the property tax
burden from what it would be if the land were taxed at its
fair market value.^

This law comes into play in fringe areas

around cities where new land is desired for subdivision expan
sion.

As of yet, Great Falls has not experienced any major

problems in this area, but the potential exists for problems
which must be discussed.
This law has several major shortcomings which tend to
make it less than totally effective in accomplishing its stated
goals.

The first of these is the fact that the law contains

no provision prohibiting application to land which is in
areas planned by local government for the expansion of ser
vices.

This tends to encourage land speculation and induce

conflict between local planning and state taxation policy.^
The second problem with the greenbelt law has to do
with the rather loose definitions of agricultural land.

Any

^Montana, Third Annual Report, "Environmental Quality
Council," p. 69.
^Ibid.
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parcel of land used for agriculture and sold to a speculator
may continue to be taxed as "agricultural" if a single horse
or cow is grazed on the land.
of the law.

Clearly this was not the intent

This problem coupled with the fact that the roll

back tax penalty, which is assessed when the land is con
verted to nonagricultural use, is not sufficient to discour
age removal of the property from current agricultural use.^
An example of this would be :

a land speculator acquires farm

land for $2,000 per acre, invests an additional $2,000 per
acre in development, subdivides the land and sells it for
$6,000 per acre.

A roll-back tax penalty of $112.36 per

acre which is assessed is hardly likely to have much effect
on the project.^
The current law also requires some adjustment in the
type of agricultural land it protects.

Some agricultural

land is of poor quality, not worth protecting.

It would be

better suited as a housing development or an industrial site.
The current law protects all agricultural land regardless of
quality.

Future tax incentives for agriculture need to be

applied selectively only to lands worth preserving as agri
cultural .
Another problem with any greenbelt regulation is
that it often leads to leapfrog development.

For financial

^Ibid.
^"State Greenbelt Laws Backfiring," Great Falls
Tribune, 26 November 1976, p. 11.
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reasons, subdividers often try to develop land just outside
the greenbelt, resulting in a patchwork effect on the fringe
of the city.
is high.

This usually occurs where the roll-back tax

However, this has not been a severe problem in

Montana with the present law.
The outlook for change in this area is not bright at
this time.

No change is likely until the citizens realize

that the vitality of the state agricultural industry depends
o

on preserving productive land.
When both the local and state problems are considered
as a whole one thing becomes clear.

The majority of all pro

blems stem from the relative newness of the whole process of
land use planning and control.

Once planners become exper

ienced with the concept and are able to adjust to the present
difficulties, the process should improve.

The problems pre

sently being experienced in this area are no greater than
could be reasonably expected.

In fact, it would be unreal

istic not to expect at least as many problems as are presently
being experienced.

®Ibid.
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